
My Brother
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1 Introduce the Book
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�������Look at this picture. This is my family.

Who can you see on this picture? 

Here is my father, mother, brother, and me.

Loot at my brother!

How does he look? 

He is taller than me. He is strong. He can run fast.

What about your brother? Can you tell me about your brother?

Teacher’s Tip

Teacher’s Tip
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�������What do we see in this cover?

We see a boy. 

What is he doing? 

He is holding up his hands.

The title of this book is My brother. 
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�������Take a look! What is he doing?

He is skateboarding now.

He wears kneepads and helmet for safety.

He looks so cool!

He is upside down. Can you do it just like him?
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�������What’s this?

It’s an owl.

Can you hear the /l/ sound at the end?

Sandal, goal, bubble, owl.

They end with the /l/ sound.

2 Language Art

Teacher’s Tip
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�������We pronounce it /u:l/.

We’re going to add the letters to make a word.

What words can you make?

We can make cool, pool, tool, stool, and school.

Teacher’s Tip
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2 Language Art
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�������He’s REALLY cool, my brother.
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�������My brother is a wild rock singer.
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�������Look at this page. He is climbing up the building. 

Can you climb up the building?

No, but we can climb the mountain.

Climber is someone who climbs rocks or mountains as a sport.
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�������Look at this picture.

What is he doing?

He is riding a skateboard.

Have you ever done it before?

Skateboarder is someone who rides on a skateboard.
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�������Look at these cards.

Can you find the word climber?

What is the beginning sound of a climber? 

Climber starts with the /k/ sound.

Teacher’s Tip

My brother is a cool dancer

Teacher’s Tip

danceris a cool .



3 Comprehension
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�������What’s the title of this book ? 

My Brother.

How is the brother? He is cool!

Do you think he’s cool? 

Why? Because he can do many things very well. 

What can he do very well? 

He is a great jumper and climber.

He is a cool skateboarder, and he can run very fast.
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�������What words do we use to describe him?

We use great, fantastic, brilliant, and cool.
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�������Let’s draw your favorite character. 

Why do you like him/her?

Why do you think he/she is cool? 
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�������She is really cool.

She knows everything.

She is a great skater.

She is a terrific drum player.

Look at this picture!  
What is the brother doing? 
He is jumping up high.
What do we call him?
A jumper. 
So he is a cool (fantastic, terrific,
great) jumper. 

Teacher’s Tip

Teacher’s Tip



Circle the pictures that have the same ending
sound as          .

Activity 1

st t

p br



Place the correct word to complete each sentence.

Activity 2

disco dancer skateboarder climber

He is a super                           .

He is a cool                           .

He is a dazzling                           .



Activity 3

Draw and write about your own brother or sister
or causin.

My is fantastic . 

My is great . 

My is terrific . 

My 


